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Accra Ghana



To strengthen the economy, grow 
employment and advance its Ghana 
beyond aid agenda, the presidency 
announced a reduction in its dependency 
on exports, opting to process in-country. 
This is critical to the global chocolate 
market headquartered in Switzerland 

he roll-out of COVID-19 vaccines, Tcoupled with a decrease in the 
number of cases and the easing of 

restrictions is expected to lessen tenuous 
market sentiments resulting from the 
discovery of new strains and the second 
wave that started in the early parts of Q1 
2021. The Ghana economy appears to be 
on its way out of the harshest moments of 
the pandemic. The IMF had projected a 
6.8% GDP growth rate for the economy - 
making it one of the faster growing 
economies of Sub-Saharan African. But 
this was before the pandemic and actual 
figures were lower - 6.5%, driven by 
policies to promote agriculture and 
manufacturing. The Fund, revisiting its 
crystal ball, divines a 4.8% real GDP 
growth in 2021 hinged on a recovery in 
mining and services.

and will shake up the 200-year industry. 
Ghana ranks second on the global list of 
exporters. Inflation numbers reached 
8.5% in April 2021 and National budget 
estimates recorded three consecutive 
years of trade surpluses totalling 
$2.26Bn. GDP growth has also averaged 
7% in the last three years. Exchange rates 
have been competently managed – a 
condition for its loans with the World bank. 
FX reserves stood at $6.84Bn in March, 
according to the CEIC dropping from $9Bn 
in April 2020.

The Ghanaian Economy in 2020
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Summary  
Bold seasons, bold moves

Our findings 
suggest an 

oversupply in 
3-bed apartments 

combined with 
undersupply in 
smaller units



As with much of the world, the pandemic 
led to unprecedented readjustments, 
causing trade imbalances, shortfalls in 
commodity prices and international 
capital flows. It also led to an increase in 
expenditure in the healthcare sector, 
reduction in trade volumes and tight 
financial conditions. The pandemic led to 
a diverse array of market sentiments 
among the investor community as the 
p a n d e m i c  n e g a t i v e l y  i m p a c t e d 
livelihoods and left its mark on economic 
and financial gains attained in the 
preceding three years. Foreign Direct 
I n v e s t m e n t s  s l o w e d  i n  2 0 2 0 . 
Macroeconomic data for the final quarter 
of 2020 and the first quarter of 2021 
indicate signs of a recovery driven by 
eas ing  res t r i c t ions  and  vacc ine 
administration. Recovery from the 
pandemic has been slow yet steady.

Downward pressure on prime rents 
resulted in an 8 - 12% decline YoY. 1 to 2 

year upfront rent payments are still 
required. There is a mismatch in demand 
and supply in a few sub-sectors. Our 
findings suggest an oversupply in 3-bed 
apartments combined with undersupply 
in smaller units. The growth in demand 
for short-lets will put temporary pressure 
on hotel room rates. Mortgage buyers 
constitute less than 10% of homebuyers 
and the mortgage to GDP ratio is less 
than 1% of GDP. The debt levels in 
Ghana's market remain low and we 
expect market corrections in rent and 
occupancy levels.

Overall, the impact of the pandemic was 
more pronounced in the hospitality and 
office submarkets. And while several 
countries experienced a decline in 
footfall, the impact on Ghana's retail 
sector is less noticeable. Office vacancies 
continue to rise, following an increase in 
the supply of new office developments. 
Pr ime office rents have decl ined 
substantially – but this is not the case with 
well-built lowrise buildings who seem to 
have sustained both tenancies and rents. 
That notwithstanding, the majority of 
retail vacancies can be attributed to the 
effect of the pandemic and the gradual 
development in online retail. The decline 
in hospitality was a direct effect of travel 
restrictions. The residential sector has 
continued on its growth path evidenced 
in the continuous supply of new 
residential units and moderation in 
residential vacancies. Increased demand 
for last-mile logistic facilities is foreseen 
as online retail continues to develop.

The Ghanaian Economy in 2020
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Achimota Retail Centre, Ghana



he nation's currency depreciated Tby 3.1% in 2020, an improvement 
on the 10% depreciation in 2019. 

Estimates put the public debt-to-GDP 

ratio at 71% as of September 2020 from 
63% a year earlier. Growth is projected to 
increase by 4% in 2021 and inflation is 
expected to ease to 8.2%. 
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Macroeconomic 
Indicators

Cocoa Prices ($000/Tonne)

Inflation (%)



Ghana's post-pandemic economy has 
been led by the construction sector, 
industrial electricity consumption, a 
resurgence in port activity, passenger 
arrivals at the airport and domestic VAT. 
Inflation rates have declined from 11.40% 
in Q2 2020 to 10.40% in Q1 2021. These 
however remain higher than pre-
pandemic levels with the lowest post-
pandemic rates of 9.8% and 9.9% attained 
in November 2020 and January 2021 
respectively.

Cocoa prices declined in Q2 2020, due to 
the general reduction in exports – but has 
generally maintained an increasing pace 
since Q4 2020. Crude oil prices declined 
to $26.63 per barrel in April 2020. It has 

however regained some momentum 
since the easing of covid restrictions. 
Airport residential's vacancy is noticeable 
in high rise developments. There is an 
oversupply of high-rise developments 

Macroeconomic Indicators
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External Reserves ($’Bn)

Estimates put the 
public debt-to-GDP 
ratio at 71% as of 
September 2020 
from 63% a year 

earlier

Exchange Rates (GHC/$)



and high rents (due to a high expatriate 
population). Detached homes, however, 
are less vacant. Pipeline residential 
projects suggest that developers are 
convinced that the market will pick up.

The economic outlook is good in the 
short to medium term, based on 
increased business confidence, and the 

execution of the Ghana COVID–19 
Al lev iat ion and Revita l izat ion of 
Enterprise Support program. May saw 
the Bank of Ghana cut its policy rate from 
14.5% to 13.5% as inflation was expected 
to remain within the 8% target, a 
reasonable conclusion seeing that 
inflation had moved to 8.5% in April due 
to lower food price inflation.

Macroeconomic Indicators
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The Octagon, Ghana



Ghana CARES

Q2 2020 saw unprecedented shocks in 
Ghana's economy due to the pandemic. 
The first two cases were recorded on 14th 
March 2020 followed by several more 
recorded nationwide with leading cities – 
Accra and Kumasi as the hotspots. To 
counter the spread, the Ghanaian 
government imposed a 3-week partial 
lockdown in  Accra  and Kumas i . 
Educational institutions, transport 
services, hotels and restaurants were all 
shut. Naturally, economic activities 
dipped leading to revenue shortfalls, 
manufacturing companies scaled back 
operations, offices closed and transited 
to work from home – except for key staff 
required to either stay in apartments near 
the office or come in 2-3 times a week. 
The more informal markets operated at 
half capacity.

Swinging into action, the Ghanaian 
government established a GH₵100Bn 
Covid-19 Alleviation and Revitalisation of 
Enterprises Support (CARES) initiative. 
There was increased spending in the 

health care sector and in the area of social 
assistance as relief packages such as tax 
waivers for frontline workers and 
stimulus packages for SMEs to cater for 
utility bills initiated under the CARES 
initiative. This accelerated the vaccine's 
rollout process, while over 24, 000 health 
workers have been employed for testing, 
t r a c i n g  a n d  t r e a t m e n t  a n d  t h e 
refurbishment of 10 treatment centres 
have contributed to a decline in the 
number of new cases.

Ghana held its presidential election on 
7 t h  D e c e m b e r  2 0 2 0  w h e r e  t h e 
incumbent, President Akufo-Addo of the 
New Patriotic Party (NPP) was re-elected 
with 51.295% of the votes cast. Since the 
introduction of the multiparty system in 
1992, the exchange of power has 
remained between two major political 
parties - the New Patriotic Party (NPP) 
and the National Democratic Congress 
(NDC). This election was the first time 

The Elections
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Topical Issues



Cocoa Exports

While the global chocolate industry is 
worth over $150Bn, West African 
economies earn less than $ 6Bn for 
supplying 70% of the world's cocoa 
beans. The Ghanaian government, being 
the second largest cocoa beans producer 
in the world halted the export of raw 
cocoa beans to Switzerland, opting to 
process 50% of production domestically. 
Halting cocoa exports will lead to a 
reduction in foreign exchange earnings a 
small price to pay as Ghana builds a 
resilient domestic market that takes into 
consideration the cocoa value chain for 
onward access to the international 
market. It will also compel further foreign 
investment by way of technology and 
skills transfer for the setting up of global 
standard processing industries. This 
would potentially give the Ghanaian 
government more of a say in the impact 
of cocoa prices.

 

both parties fielded past presidents. The 
NDC may have tipped the scales in their 
favour by nominating a female running 
mate which appealed to Ghana's female 
dominated population. Politicking 
largely adopted strict adherence to covid 
protocols. The NDC would petition the 
Supreme Court of Ghana for false 
election results. Tensions were doused by 
the Court's judgement in favour of the 
NPP.

Using the #fixthecountry hashtag, 
Ghanaians peacefully protested fuel 
prices, unstable electricity, poor roads, a 
culture of silence, rising cost of living, 
illegal mining on social media. The 
campaign gained popular ity and 
transformed into a movement of young 
Ghanaians demanding better living 
conditions. The government parried this 
affront to its authority with clarifications 
on how the pandemic slowed economic 
growth noted in 2019. The protest led to 
discussions around more government 
accountability and a reduction in fuel 
prices, highlighting post-pandemic 
pressures on the Ghanaian economy.

Fix the Country Protest

Price of Building Materials

Fuelled by an increase in economic 
activity within the construction sector, 
the price of cement has been increased 
twice in Q1 2021. The prices of GHACEM, 
Dangote, Cimaf and Sol Cement have 
increased from GHS35, GHS38, GHS37 
and GHS31 per 50kg bag to GHS45, 
GHS46, GHS45 and GHS44 respectively. 
This increase has forced the price of other 
building materials such as nails and 
paints, further influencing the cost and 
quality of construction. It is also the main 
cause of delay in construction projects. 
Ghana still imports cement which limits 
the growth of the local manufacturer.

Topical Issues
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Advantage Place, Ghana



Over the last two quarters, trading 
volumes have dropped from 57.69M in 
March to 29.77M in April – a 48.40% 
decline. Value of trade for the period fell 
by 36% to GH¢31.09M in April. The 
cumulative YTD volume and value of the 
market was up 78.99% and 85.98% 
respectively when compared with the 
same per iod las t  year .  The GSE 
Composite Index (GSE-CI) reduced by 

Equities 0.5% in February but saw its highest ever 
daily gain of 123.77 in April 2021, closing 
at 2,561.45 points. Ghana's Fixed Income 
Market saw a traded volume of 15.9Bn 
during April, down 40% from the all-time 
monthly high of 26.7Bn reached in March 
2021, 73% higher than the volume traded 
during the same period last year. The 
stock exchange is expected to continue 
its upward trajectory as vaccination 
progresses and the stable political 
environment translates into economic 
gains.
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Investment Markets
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Money Market and Fixed Income
The 91-day and 182-day Treasury bill 
rates dropped to 13.55% and 14.00% in 
February 2021 respectively from 14.71 % 
and 15.17 % in February 2020. The 

interest rate on the 364-day instrument 
declined to 16.91 % in February 2021 
from 17.81 in February 2020. Rates on the 
10, 15 and 20-year bond stayed at their 
2020 rates - 19.80%, 19.75% and 20.20%

Investment Markets 
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5 Year Bond Yields (%)

While the high bond and T-bill rates can 
create pressures on lending to the real 
sector, financing activities for real estate 
transactions are still ongoing and 

developments considered on a case-by-
case basis for viability and availability of 
exit options for the financier.

91 Day T-Bill yields trend (%)



Ecobank Building Accra Ghana 



he impact of the pandemic was Tm o r e  p r o n o u n c e d  i n  t h e 
hospitality and office submarkets. 

And while several countries experienced 
a decline in footfall, the impact on 
Ghana's retail sector is less noticeable. 
Office vacancies continue to rise, 
following an increase in the supply of new 
office developments. Prime office rents 
have declined substantially – but this not 
the case with well-built low-rise buildings 
who seem to have sustained both 
t e n a n c i e s  a n d  r e n t s .  T h a t 
notwithstanding, the majority of retail 
vacancies can be attributed to the effect 
of the pandemic and the gradual 
development in online retail. The decline 
in hospitality was a direct effect of travel 
restrictions. The residential sector has 
continued on its growth path evidenced 
in the continuous supply of new 
residential units and moderation in 
residential vacancies. Increased demand 
for last-mile logistic facilities is foreseen 
as online retail continues to develop.

Ghana's real estate sector has expanded 
over the past three years due to a 

concentration of developers operating in 
the mid to high-end segments, the arrival 
of non-resident Ghanaians as well as 
foreign investors such as Grit, a REIT and 
GREA, a German corporate finance and 
investment management firm. Prior to 
the pandemic, the real estate sector's 
contribution to GDP was robust due to 
growing transaction volumes and an 
increase in the supply of real estate 
assets. The majority of real estate 
transactions in the Ghanaian market are 
concentrated in Accra and Kumasi.

An estimated 42.1% of Ghanaians own 
their dwelling unit while 29.7% live rent-
free. Typically, Ghanaians prefer to build 
and own their houses incrementally 
which accounts for the moderated 

The pandemic led to heightened health 
scares visible in the hospitality sector and 
Grade A Office/Retail developments. 
Travel restrictions further contributed to 
declining patronage of hotel spaces. 
Pipeline projects have also adjusted 
investment strategies in response to the 
impact of the pandemic.
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Real Estate 
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Real Estate Performance 

intensity of land use. Numbers from the 
Centre for Affordable Housing (CAHF) 
indicate that compound houses account 
for 57.3%, while detached and semi-
detached houses account for 28% and 
4.7% respectively. Huts and flats account 
for 4.8% and 3.3%. As high interest 
mortgages are the order of the day the 
government continues to support 
affordable homes by easing access to 
housing credit for government workers. 
Developers focus on the middle to high 
income segments of the housing market. 

The President commissioned 204 
affordable housing units in Tema while its 
Real Estate Investment Trust's (REIT) 
scheme also purchased over 120 housing 
units for onward renting out to public 
sector workers. The government projects 
the construction of 180 housing units at 
Tema and 200 units in three regional 
capitals.

Residential
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Residential Vacancy Rates - Accra (%)



Accra continues to benefit from the 
interest generated from the 2019 “Year of 
Return”  tour ism and investment 
campaign executed in partnership with 
the Adinkra  group.  Th is  in  part 
contributed to the growth in demand for 
serviced apartments which remain a 
better choice when compared with grade 
A residential apartments (from a pricing 
perspective) and branded hotels (pricing 
and Covid-19 restr ict ions) .  Sales 
transactions initially declined as investors 
sought to understand their options as 

they reworked their portfolio strategy. 
There has been a gradual return to the 
developer market for residential assets.

Average monthly prime rents for a 
furnished 2-bed apartment declined 
from $2,800 to $2,400 with flexible 
payment terms. Supply slowed for much 
of 2020 but increased towards the end of 
the year. We expect that the slowing of 
the tourism industry will reduce the 
performance of the residential market. 
This will especially affect high-end 
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Residential Vacancy Rates - Kumasi

residential developments and low to 
mid-market developments, less so. In 
general, capital and not rental markets 
will be more adversely affected. The 
supply of high-end residential units is 
expected to increase albeit at a slower 
pace for the rest of the year. Developers 
are revisiting project documents in a bid 
to match where the market is likely 
headed. Indicators suggest that prime 
rents will come under more pressure in 
the short to mid-term.

Real Estate Performance 
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2019 “Year of Return” 
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Residential Vacancy Rates - Takoradi

The high-rise Meridian apartments stand 
out as one of the more vacant apartment 
blocks in the Airport residential area. 
Major roads in East Legon and Dworzulu 
are characterised by the conversions of 
residential developments to offices, 
restaurants and short let apartments. 
The Cantonments area, by comparison, is 
less busy along the main roads. A more 
executive, managed area. East Legon is 
recognisable by the concentration of a 
well-to-do young demographic.

The strength of the 2018 and 2019 
economy led to an increased demand for 
Grade A offices as the government made 
the  bus iness  env i ronment  more 
welcoming for multinational companies. 
This contributed to an over-supply of 
office buildings. Goldkey properties 
completed the PWC tower in January 
2020. Recent completions by the 
developer include Cannon House in the 
Cantonments area.

Office
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Office Rents ($psm/month)
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The establishment of the mixed-use City 
Galleria project added 6,000sqm in Q3 of 
2020. Rental values continued to struggle 
with weak demand - a result of the 
recovering economy and the Covid19 
pandemic. Grade A rents ranged from 

The Accra office market has struggled to 
shrug off the impacts of COVID-19. There 
has been a rise in vacancy rates and 
moderation in rents. Analysts project that 
this will continue for the next 6 months in 
favour of occupiers and should ease to a 
more central stance thereafter. Ghana's 
office market remains concentrated 
around the core areas in Accra - The 
Ridge and Airport City. Office space 
demand in Ghana is primarily driven by 
the professional services sector. 

Estimates put Ghana's formal office stock 
north of 1M sqm about 153,000 of which 
is grade A, predominantly concentrated 
in the CBD, Ridge and Airport City. Asking 
rents range between $320 - $450psm per 
annum with yields ranging from 7.5% to 
8.5%. Despite the rather dour grade A 
office market, there were some bright 
spots which included EY's relocation from 
Canon to the EY tower, the Octagon, Grit 
Real Estate's Capital Place, Tullow Oil's 
headquarters and Ecobank's new office in 
Accra. Airtel and ExxonMobil are at 
different stages of exiting the Ghana 
market - the former, a result of a buyout 
by the Ghanaian government and the 
latter due to the fulfilment of contractual 
obligations. The Office market saw a 
decline in demand in 2020, an unwanted 
pause from the recovery of 2019. 
O c c u p i e r s  a r e  r e v i s i t i n g  s p a c e 
requirements as Work From Home (WFH) 
becomes the norm.

Telecoms giant, Vodafone, instructed 
that about 95% of its staff work from 
home. Occupiers are revising their space 
requirements as the economy adjusts 
towards a future where working from 
home is the norm. This will lead to a 
reduction in demand for traditional office 
space. Octagon continues to record high 
vacancy rates and analysts suggest that 
terrible traffic, a closeness to the open air 
market especially when compared to the 
AFC building, Moevenpick hotel and the 
national theatre. The office market will 
c o n t i n u e  a d j u s t i n g  t o  m a r k e t 
fundamentals. EY moved into its circa 
9,800sqm office building and rents are 
more likely to moderate as vacancies 
increase - caused in part by the decline in 
demand due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 
Landlords will again deploy incentives to 
encourage demand. Analysts however 
suggest that some investors may dispose 
of their properties. 

$27 to $32psm per month while B-Grade 
rents ranged from $12 to $18psm per 
month. 
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Hospitality

Ghana's hospitality has thrived on the 
back of the relatively stable political 
environment in the country and 
deliberate policies aimed at growing 
tourism. Prior to the pandemic, there was 
a shift in demand from strictly high-end 
residential to a fusion of niche hospitality 
and high-end residential assets. Hotel 
occupancy declined substantially from a 
pre-pandemic rate of 70% to a post-
pandemic level of 30%. 

International hotel operators in the 
country include Marriott, Holiday Inn, Ibis 
Styles and Movenpick. Many of the 
international brands are centred around 
the Airport precinct and Accra CBD. Other 
prime hotel brands are located at 
Cantonments. Accor Hotels announced 
the new Pullman Hotel Accra Airport City 
to open in 2021 with 214 rooms and 149 
serviced apartments. Hilton plans to 
open two hotels in 2020 and 2021 with a 
total of 501 rooms while Radisson plans 
to open a 207-room hotel at the airport in 
2021.

Retail

Established brands such as Shoprite and 
Pick n Pay continue to serve as pillars of 
the Ghana retail market which primarily 
consists of medium to large-sized malls 
spread across the leading cities. The 
current market is considered tenant 
driven, with landlords employing various 
retention incentive packages. The impact 
of the pandemic on the spending power 
of the average citizen and the broader 
economy has led to flexibility in rental 
payment agreements. 

While Accra has a decent number of malls 
spread out across the most prominent 
and populated nodes, some retail 
businesses are choosing to locate in 
converted residential developments and 

However, what seems to have kept the 
Ghana retail sub-sector resilient is the 
presence and dominance of its local 
brands and chains. Though most have 
international backers, it's evident that the 
home country bias of managers has 
aided in weathering any macroeconomic 
or pandemic shocks experienced.
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a good number operate from mid-sized 
format purpose-built retail plazas. Accra 
mall charges the highest rent for Grade A 
malls in Accra - $55psm per month and 
continues to have the lowest vacancy 
rates since its construction attracting 7 
Million visitors each year. The mall in its 

present design accommodates 65 line-
shops and 9 restaurants. Footfall may 
have been tempered however by the 
pandemic which slowed demand and led 
to the closing down of shops. The 
Takoradi Mall has the highest vacancy 
rate of 59% of A grade malls in Ghana.
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Retail vacancy rates (%)

Seasoned retailer, SPAR took over Citydia 
Supermarket's 17 stores and is looking to 
improve operating efficiency as it 
contemplates growth post-pandemic. 
Prime retail rents averaged 30m2/month 
and are projected to rise slightly in the 
mid to long term as the country 
vaccinates more of its population. With 
an estimated stock of 138,000sqm, prime 
rents and yields average $27m2/month 
and 9% respectively.

Real Estate Performance 

Estimates put the 
public debt-to-GDP 
ratio at 71% as of 
September 2020 
from 63% a year 

earlier



Ghana's industrial real estate market is 
driven by the cocoa and oil industries. 
T h e  s e c t o r  r e m a i n s  m o s t l y 
underdeveloped due to poor logistics 
and warehousing infrastructure. Ghana's 
industrial hubs are located chiefly in 
Tema, Accra, Takoradi, and Kumasi, with 
Tema being the larger and more 
developed of the group having a rail 
transport linking the city's port to 
Takoradi. Agility's 100,000sqm Grade A 
Distribution park is the most prominent 
of the warehouse and logistic facilities in 
the Tema Free Trade Zone. The seaports 
in Tema and Takoradi provide a solid 
basis for the growth of Ghana's industrial 
sector as the oil industry has been a key 
demand driver for manufacturing, 
storage and logistics space. Following the 
gradual congestion in Accra, some 
industrial occupants now make use of 
spaces on the outskirts of the main 
industrial hubs.

Industrial

Ghana's land ownership system is 
challenged by tenure insecurity, land 
encroachment, multiple land sales, 
unapproved development schemes, 
indeterminate boundaries, conflicting 
land uses and a weak land administration 
system. The situation has necessitated 
the implementation of projects such as 
the Land Administration Project (LAP) 
and the recent digitisation of the land 
registry. In addition to this, there is 
inadequate land for development mainly 
in the urban areas. Plots located at prime 
locations are of interest to foreigners and 
commercial developers. Improvements 
in land registration and permit systems 
reflect the authorities' efforts to address 

Land

Demand for industrial real estate grew in 
2020 with evidence of demand for 
warehouses driven primarily by an 
increase in demand for groceries. The 
sector is expected to further expand with 
the siting of the AfCFTA headquarters in 
Ghana. The government's policy focused 
on providing every district in the country 
with a factory is expected to cause more 
growth. Notable industrial parks include 
the Free Zone Enclave, Dawa Industrial 
Park and Appolonia City. Its industrial 
base holds the 100,000sqm facility 
developed by Agility, two seaports in 
T a k o r a d i  a n d  T e m a .  G h a n a ' s 
infrastructure management systems are 
generally considered efficient with 
logistics, records, tax and customs 
procedures in place. With the siting of the 
AfCFTA head office in Accra and the 
government's investor friendly posture, 
further growth is expected.
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The impact of the pandemic brought to 
light the need for a well-developed 
healthcare sector in other parts of the 
country. The impact of the pandemic led 
to substantial investments in healthcare 
infrastructure with the launch of an 
initiative to construct 111 district 
hospitals nationwide. To further improve 
the performance of healthcare service, 

In 2020, the Ghanaian government 
completed district hospitals in Sawla, 
Tolon, Somanya, Buipe and Wheta area, 
Staff Housing for four district hospitals at 
Nsawkaw, Twifo-Praso, Tepa, and Bekwai. 
Community-based Health Planning and 
Services (CHPS) compounds were also 
completed in 9 areas – Wiaboman 
(Greater Accra), Akaaso (Western 
Region) ,  Antwir i fo Bono Region, 
Kofiasua-Bono Region, Mantewareso 
Bono-Ahafo Region, Amakyekrom-Bono 
Region, Mewerenfiwuo-Bono Region, 
Samproso (Ashanti), Koforidua (Ashanti).

Healthcare

the Ministry of Health deployed the 
Ghana Logistic Management Information 
System (GhiLMIS) to 10 regional 
hospitals, 10 teaching hospitals and 50 
district hospitals. Private investors 
constructed a 100-bed infectious disease 
facility.
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National Theatre Accra Ghana 



s the return to activity remains Atepid, there is an opportunity for 
the development of low to mid-

market residential developments close to 
CBDs. Ghana's 56.7% rate of urbanisation 
and 1.7 Million housing deficit further 
support this. The government is also 
making progress on repositioning the 
economy from a dependency on tax 
revenue to the network effects from 
p r o d u c t i o n  w h i c h  w i l l  i n c l u d e 
establishing an industry in each of the 
260 districts. Due to price wars, A Grade 

office is not expected to grow in demand 
paving way well-built low-rise offices to 
mop up the office space requirements. 
The retail sub-sector will continue to 
enjoy indigenous dominance while 
international brands continue to choose 
Ghana as a first port of arrival into the 
West African market, should they choose 
to.  It is expected that as the general 
effects of the pandemic wear out, the 
Ghana real estate market will yet grow 
further.
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Conclusion

The government is making progress on 
repositioning the economy from a dependency 

on tax revenue to the network effects from 
production which will include establishing an 

industry in each of the 260 districts
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